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Sargent Electric started out
with 16.GPSunits in the
summer of 20 10 as part of
an no-obligation Pilot Test
that Do-All Electronics offers
it's customers.

It was apparent within the
first couple of weeks that
Do-AlI"s solution powered by
Vehiclepath was a "must
have" for properly
managing a fleet of their size
and diversity of vehicles.

Sargent utilizes both fleet
and asset tracking to
properly manage their daily
activity.

Real time fleet management
shows the current status:

*

*

*

All of the vehicles

A specific group

The individual vehicle

A Manager can readily see
that his vehicles are where
they need to be when they
need to be there.

Any issues can be taken care
of before it becomes a major
crisis.

Asset management allows
for the real-time status of
specialty inventory such as:
backhoes; cranes,
generators, etc.

In the past, equipment was
often left at a completed
jobsite and then later towed
to the next job, rather than
returned to the Depot.

This was an effective
practice to best utilize their
resources, but often would
cause confusion.

Proper record keeping was a

problem. Now, anyone can
log into the website and see
where all of the equipment
is currently located.

Better yet: an email or text
message can be sent to a
manager if the equipment is
moved without
authorization.

99 units and still growing.

Login to !Uanage \' onr Fleet

GPS Fleet

Logistics
• Real-Time Fleet Status

• Up to 20% Decrease in
Daily Mileage

GPS Fleet Tracking - Handling Employee Reaction
• 23% Average Increase in
Workforce Productivity

The Pilot Test has been
completed and the value of
real-time fleet management
has been confirmed.

What is the best way to
inform your Employees that
GPStracking will be installed
in the company vehicles?

Be candid and truthful on
why the decision was made.

Logistics-management can
have real-time information
to properly manage the
workday.

Report capability for billing,
vehicle maintenance, etc.

Be totally clear on Company
Policy regarding "take home
vehicles".

Just remember that change
is usually resisted. but when
everyone is informed, it is
usually accepted once the
fear goes away.

.4 Month ROI


